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N=17 returned

1. Rate the session for content, knowledge and information gained……… 5.0
2. Rate the usefulness of the workshop…………………………………… 5.0
3. Rate the preparation and knowledge of the presenter………………… 5.0
4. Rate the presenter’s response to needs of the audience……………… 5.0
5. Rate the skills with which the topic was presented………………….. 5.0

Comments:

- Harvey has an amazing way to always make connections to great leadership and pushes me to constantly reflect on my own practice. Thank you!
- Very interactive – Also offered personal reflection in a safe environment.
- So glad to have an opportunity to learn from, and be inspired by, Dr. Alvy. Great presentation. Thanks! Moleena Harris
- Harvey brings home the great message that we should not from the past and actually learn from it to create a better future! Thank you…
- As usual, Harvey brings inspiration! I always leave his presentations inspired, motivated and driven to impact education and continue my learning!
- So applicable right now as I am currently applying and interviewing for jobs! Thank you, Harvey!
- So much learning every time I hear Harvey speak. Inspirational and so very motivating!!
- Impactful, inspiring, and effective connection between an amazing model of leadership to our roles and goals as leaders today. Thank you.
- This was excellent!! So much to take away! Thank you.
- Harvey is always great! His ideas, perspective and overall principles about leadership are great!
- Thanks!
- Harvey is a gift to all of us!
- This morning was inspirational – gave me much food for thought. Many thanks! Helene
- Such a well-organized presentation. I appreciated the back stories related to Lincoln’s experiences, as well as the organizational tool for relating the concepts to my own leadership.
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